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Description. Highway Housing consists
of dwelling units sited in proximity
to an overpass. The housing is of
light steel frame and steel stud and
sheathed in galvanized sheet metal with
standing seams. The south elevation
is covered with a bleached cypress
bris soliel. Elevated entry porches
are made of poured in place concrete
and are design to support cypress
trees. .But for the addition of these
green trees, the dwellings are silvergray monochrome. The structures are
supported by long span trusses with
tension ring connections, fitted with
heavy spring dampeners, at the existing
concrete columns.
A bridge is proposed which would offer
an alternate pedestrian route to the
Gulfgate Mall, the first covered shopping
center in Houston. The bridge would
be made as an habitable box beam
and would house a gymnasium. Also
proposed in the site development is
a day care center, the roof of which
connects the shopping mall with the
bridge from the housing development.
The units are disposed to create front
doors which face either a street or a
common yard, and rear doors which face
semi-public alleyways with parking. The
common yard includes a swimming pool
and a community house. The site plan
includes drop off points for recycling,
a community garden and a grove of
cypress trees, which in one hundred
years time could be used to replace the
large south facing bris soliel.

1. Contributions to Particular
Geographies.
The diminishment of species diversity in
the natural environment has its corollary
in the built environment. Current building
continues to result in loss, as building
practices
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diminish desirable differences and
nuances in neighborhoods and cities as
well as natural environments across the
globe. Building construction in the United
States, over the last several decades,
has tended to level differences across
geographic locales. Numerous factors
such as gains in global production,
distribution and information have resulted
in a building industry characterized by
these strong generalizing trends.
We submit that the building industry in
the United States is flawed in its capacity
to produce quality environments and
that this situation can be improved by a
critical response to local geographies.
We propose an architecture that
resists the various leveling tendencies
associated with modern building—
geographic/environmental, geographic/
cultural, geographic/social—in favor
of an architecture which is sensitive to
particular locales.
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We imagine our design projects as
contributions to the evolving life of
the cultural geographies of particular
settlements.
To the degree that
settlements are understood historically,
architecture is a component of narrative
construction. The particular disposition
of a settlement in time is a cross section
of its history, or histories, a static
diagram of the ongoing construction of
its stories.
2. Experimental propositions to
locate new sites for building—The
Shopping Mall and Highway Interchange
Coupled.
The Gulfgate Housing scheme is one
of three projects recently undertaken
which look to the highway and to the
shopping mall, infra-structure and quasipublic space, as a site for architectural
speculation. The choice of such generic
non-place specific contexts is a test
of our thesis that architecture might
respond in relation to particular locales.
These prototypes offer new infill sites,
the utilization of which will decrease
suburban sprawl. These housing
strategies would be accessible to
automobile traffic and would also produce
small scale pedestrian districts.
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While not replicating the form of
traditional urban spaces, these housing
types used individually or in combination,
would result in organic social overlaps
common to urban environments. Similar
ends, the invention of new spaces
coupled and the resurrection of lost
desirable environmental characteristics
are sought at all scales. Spatial types
and precedents, careful proportions, and
indigenous planting, are common to all
three proposals.
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3. Towards a sustainable environment.
The practical obstacles to such as a
proposal as this are numerous, but
several options present themselves.
Noise near freeways is problematic but
the most quiet areas around an elevated
roadway is the area directly beneath it.
The air born toxins produced by
automobile exhaust is probably the
most serious obstacle. Housing types
such as this one, which attempt to claim
dormant land in areas already populated
may have
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to wait until the inevitable mandate
of less environmentally destructive
vehicles, such as the electric car.
The harsh tropical climate of Houston
results in massive air conditioning usage
nearly all year round. If air conditioning
could be produced by photo-voltaic
panels, charcoal filters could result in a
clean interior environment.
4. Flexible housing plans which can
accommodate new social realities and
a variety of occupational usages.
The floor plans are configured in response
to current changes in households and
the evolving idea of what constitutes a
family or family life. Each unit has two
entries, a primary entry off of a street or
a common lawn and a secondary entry
off of a semi-public alley way. Each unit
has two equal sized bedrooms on the
top floor and a bathroom which can be
compartmentalized and used by several
persons at once. Located on the main
floor, in addition to the living area and
kitchen, is a studio-type area which can
be used as a home-office, a bedroom, or
a semi-autonomous dwelling for another
family member or group.
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